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CAMHS
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Good Practice
By Ronda Pearce, CAMHS Manager

W

elcome to the winter edition
of our CAMHS Newsletter.

Below is our working model to
highlight our holistic and
collaborative practice.

The theme in this edition is Good
Collaborative Holistic
working with Social
Care
Schools /MHTS
Community CAMHS
& Partner Agencies
SHARP

Practice. CAMHS promote and
celebrate good practice within our
citywide team. We are always
striving to improve our service.
Working collaboratively with
social care, Education providers
and other partner agencies such
as Community CAMHS to help
provide the best outcomes for our
children, young people and their

Easy Access Sinposting
Guided Self Help
Universal Pracs
Clinics/Time4Me
Risk Management

Promoting
Resilience,
Prevention
and Early
Intervention

families.
We are proud to share articles
around good practice in this
edition from Community CAMHS,
Positively Empowered Kids, The
Farnborough Academy, Parent
Expert by Experience and the
Targeted Family Support Team.

Involvement From YP
and Their Families
in Both the Design of
Services, and the
Decisions Made About
Their Treatment

Goal-focused,
Evidence Based and
Informed interventions
Outcome-Focused
Interventions
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Welcome to the Trainee Education Mental
Health Practitioners

Bethan Wigley
Hello! I’m Bethan and I’ve

Lyndsey Taylor

Maia Harrison Bond

Hi, my name is Lyndsey Taylor

Hi, I’m Maia and I have recently

and I am one of the new

started working as a Trainee

Educational Mental Health

Education Mental Health

Practitioner (EMHPs). My

Practitioner as part of the Mental

background is working in schools

Health Support Team. Previously, I

as a Teaching Assistant for 10

have worked in Primary school

years. I recently worked within

settings, supporting children with

the NHS supporting the Health

complex emotional and behavioural

Visiting and School Health as a

needs; I then went back to

Family Health Practitioner.

University and graduated with a

recently joined as one of the

degree in Psychology. I’m very

new Education Mental Health

excited about this role and to meet

Practitioners (EMHP). My

the schools & children and young

background is in Art Therapy -

people - I am passionate about

working with children and

raising awareness of mental health

young people through the

problems and tackling the stigma

charity sector, including

around mental health, particularly in

Place2Be and Base51.

education settings. Thank you to
everybody for being so welcoming!

It’s great to be part of this
trailblazer project focusing on

Currently, I am based at Reading

early intervention and I’m

University, during the beginning

looking forward to meeting with

of the week and in service

the schools and young people.

towards the end, I am excited for

I’m originally from Nottingham,

the new adventure as an EMHP

so it’s exciting to now be a part

and looking forward to starting

of a team who invest in and

to meet the schools I will be

support Nottingham’s children

working in!

and young people.
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Natalie Hearn

I am a trainee Education Mental
Health Practitioner. I will be working

Congratulations

alongside children, parents and staff

Charly

to support children and young
people with low level mental health
issues using low intensity
interventions. I am excited about
this role because it is an opportunity
to make a difference to several lives
and promote positive mental
wellbeing in schools.
I’ve been working in pastoral
roles within schools for almost

Shaun Dawson
Targeted CAMHS’ Charly

10years, the student’s mental

Baldwin will join the MHST

health and wellbeing has always

Team as a Trainee CBT

been at the forefront of my

Supervisor.

practice, to be part of the
Trailblazer team as an Education

Well Done

Mental Health Practitioner is a
dream role for me. In this role I
hope to help destigmatize mental

I am originally from Staffordshire

health for young people, their

and come from a teaching

families.

background. I was a teacher of A’

Lynsey!

level Psychology for 9 years,
Sarah Akinterinwa

working in different education
institutions across the country. I am
excited about the role, because I
believe it is a chance to make a real
difference to young lives. Having
spent time teaching in schools, I am
aware of the need for mental health
provision in education and I am
enthusiastic about applying my
knowledge of psychology in order
to help people.

Congratulations also to
Targeted CAMHS’ Lynsey
Thundercliffe who starts her
new role in the MHST team in
January.
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Positively Empowered Kids
By Jackie Wilson, Youth

Goodbye Jo!

Empowerment Coach

I

n June 2019, Positively
Empowered Kids ran our first
family festival at Nottingham,
bringing together a community
of well-being providers that
support young people to thrive
in life. There were activities,
interactive demonstrations &

This month we say “thank you”

workshops, open mic, along
with young stallholders to

We also have a NEW Nottingham

inspire and empower young

network for children’s well-being

people and their families with

providers and specialists, to share

ideas to grow healthy thriving

knowledge, collaborate and

minds and bodies. Our 2020

network together to know about

Festival, scheduled for 28th

each other and create a bigger

June, will be back bigger and

impact. In 2020, our festivals and

better!

network will start to be rolled out

As a social enterprise, we will

across the U.K.

be providing information, ideas,

To get in touch please email

support and opportunities

positivelyempoweredkids@gmail.co

through community workshops

m or contact Jackie on 07982

and our yearly festival, whether

246072. Our website is

they are on a waiting list for

www.positivelyempoweredkids.co.

mental health support, or are

uk

and “good bye” to CAMHS
Manger Jo Powell. She is
moving on to work in Adult
Mental Health as a Clinical
Lead. Jo has been with us for
over three years and has made
valuable contributions to our
service. We wish her well in the
future and in her new role.

CAMHS New
Acting Citywide
Manger

wanting to focus on
prevention. Our mission is to
be part of the solution to
reducing CAMHS waiting lists
locally.

Congratulations Emma!!
Draycott on your new role.
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Development & Change

I

By Ruth Bell, Development &

Essentially, good practice here

Change Consultant

means the focus on engagement,

left the SHARP team and joined
Development

and

Change

in

October 2018. I’ve been working on
one of our key priorities, which is
the training and implementation of
Mental Health First Aiders for the

working

to

recommendations,

national
and

team

working across departments. This
provides

robust,

informed

services that are equipped to
adapt and change.

GET IN TOUCH…
Targeted CAMHS are keen to
improve communication with all
our partners. If you have any ideas
or suggestions, including anything
you would like to see in future
newsletters, please get in touch!

workplace, and the development of
Contact Ronda Pearce or Rebecca

Mental Health Awareness training

Green on 0115 876 4000.

for the whole NCC workforce.
We want to make sure we are
meeting

the

needs

of

the

Mental Health Calendar

workforce through a bottom-up

2020

approach to our development
offer, and our Equality, Diversity
and Inclusion feedback groups

Time to Talk Day - 6 February

raised the importance of a Mental

Children’s Mental Health Week 39 February

Health training offer. This also tied

Self- Injury Awareness Day - 1

in with the recommendations made

March 2020

in the Stevenson/Farmer review
‘Thriving at Work’.

Eating Disorders Awareness
Week - 2 - 8 March 2020

The Mental Health First Aid offer

Stress Awareness Month –April
date TBC

aims to empower colleagues to
support each other, which also
reflects the ethos behind the ‘Time
to Change’ initiative that the
Council also has running across the

Mental Health Awareness Week18-24 May

Thank you to all of you who have
contacted us to say how

World Suicide Prevention Day–10
September

informative and helpful you have

World Mental Health Day -10
October

appreciate your feedback and

organisation.

found the newsletter. We really

recommendations for future issues!
Anti-bullying week –November
date TBC
Stress |Awareness Day 4
November
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Guided Parent Delivered CBT
By Tami Brown and Doris

This is an eight-week programme

Benjamin, CAMHS Universal

and work is conducted solely with

Practitioners

parents (carers or guardians). It is
imperative

T

that

one

parent

commits to attending all of the 8
he aim of this guided parent

delivered programme is to teach
parents

cognitive

behavioural

strategies and to empower them
with their child to overcome
difficulties with anxiety and to
build confidence in a friendly
atmosphere.

Parents

will

be

supported to work through the
book, ‘Overcoming Your Childs
Fears and Worries’.

sessions

(including

all

phone

contacts) and that parents are
motivated and in a position to make
relevant changes in their child’s life.
We

and

other

groups

internationally have shown this is
an effective way of treating child
anxiety disorders.

recognised

as

having

a

significant impact on their child’s
anxiety and behaviour. Fears and
worries are very common among
children

however,

if

left

unchecked they can cause more
serious problems such as school
avoidance, difficulties in making
friends and long term anxiety or

The programme is aimed at children

depression problems.

aged 5–12 years whose primary
to

Parents have fed back the

anxiety. Whilst other difficulties,

positive improvements that they

such as behavioural problems and

have noticed since starting the

low mood may also be present. The

programme. We believe that

programme

targets

parents are the experts when it

anxiety and this should be the

comes to knowing their child,

primary presenting problem.

and research suggests that

From our findings the majority of

younger children often respond

parents that have attended the

better to their parent’s, showing

programme have presented with

more improved outcomes when

anxiety difficulties either past or

the programme is a child and

present. Parents have learnt new

family focused CBT approach.

presenting

skills

and

problem relates

specifically

techniques

gaining

confidence in overcoming their
own anxieties which they have
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Time Limited Adolescent Psychodynamic
Psychotherapy (TAPP) in CAMHS
By Karen Rowley TAPP

Adolescent-The therapy is

education/exam pressure, emerging

Practitioner

suitable for young people aged

identity, physical changes, sexuality

14+

and uncertainty of how the future

TAPP is a brief therapy consisting

may be for them.

of 2 parts which are Time Limited:
Four 1 hour assessment sessions
with a TAPP therapist. This may
include time with parents/carers,
but mostly time with the young
person alone so they can get a
sense of what TAPP is like and
together to decide a treatment

Psychotherapy-Through the

plan.
Psychodynamic- This type of

therapists active listening and

Sixteen 1-1 therapy sessions, at an

therapy recognises the role of

confidential discussion, the young

agreed time and venue, sessions

growth and development in

person will feel supported to talk

last for approximately 50 – 60

particular stages of life.

through their thoughts and feelings

minutes every week (though
there may be a break in between
e.g. if there are school holidays).

relating to all aspects of life at
Teenagers can experience
frustrations and barriers that
arise during this stage of change,

TAPP includes the offer of a

no longer in childhood but not

review meeting 4-6 weeks after

yet entering adulthood, building

the end of treatment. This is an

independence and realising

opportunity to meet again with

responsibilities, but still in need

the therapist, to take a slightly

of understanding, support and

more distanced perspective and

direction.

to think about the thoughts and
feelings the young person has
after completing the therapy.

Young people can experience
strong emotional responses to
friendships, home life, and
expectations from

home, education and their social
world.
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Involvement in Community
CAMHS
me to understand what career I’d like
to get into in the future.”
Young Services Volunteer

By Ann Incerti, Involvement
Support

N

ottinghamshire CAMHS

Collaborative Partnership for

have been focusing on

volunteering and how we can
enhance patient care by

Involvement

developing more young people
volunteering roles. At present we
have a number of young people
who volunteer in different roles.

By Rebecca Green, CAMHS

Therefore, on the 28th November the

Specialist.

Collaborative

CAMHS

team

in

January. After the induction, I was
given my placement within a CBT
group for anxiety for the west
team.

I

am

now

currently

volunteering in my second CBT
group and I absolutely love what I
do! From seeing young people in
the

first

complete

group
the

attend

and

treatment

successfully was hugely rewarding!
The facilitators that I work with are

IPAT, The Green Paper and Future
in

Mind

all

highlight

the

importance of involving young
people and families in support
and gaining feedback.
To date Targeted and Community
CAMHS

have

currently involves Targeted CAMHS,
Community CAMHS, Head2Head,
Tier 4, Primary Mental Health, Young
people and volunteers. We aim to
work

worked

independently to support our
young people and families having
a voice in our service. Along the
way we have met barriers and our
young people have shared

extremely knowledgeable which

That is unhelpful to have different

helps me to help young people with

services for different areas.

anxiety and as a result has helped

for

Involvement launched. The group

“I started volunteering with the
community

Partnership

collaboratively

with

our

communities, our staff and our
partners to develop and change our
services to ensure that every young
person

and

family

has

opportunity to have a voice.

the
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The Importance of Involving
Parents
By Parent Expert by Experience
Benefits of being involved in
support

feedback about the website so that
in the future I hope it to be more
user friendly. I have also influenced
change in the CAMHS letters by

In my experience with my child,

helping them to remove jargon so

who was living with anxiety, OCD

that letters are easier to

and an eating disorder our

understand. I have also co-designed

participation was key. My

leaflets with and for parents and

relationship with my daughter

young people.

was good and so I was able to

In health there are two main
types of participation:
1) People’s involvement in
decisions about their own
health and
2) People’s involvement in the
design and delivery of health
services they use.
“Thinking about young people’s

attend sessions so I was better

mental health, we could

able to understand challenges

describe these two types of

and how to work on things.

participation as:
1. Individual participation:

Talking to other parents

young people’s involvement in
We benefited from talking to

decisions and actions related to

other parents, as I had not told

their own mental health.

many people, as we were afraid

The charity Young Minds is

of being judged or our child being

launching a new campaign

2. Systemic participation: young

labelled. Meeting other parents

called #Take20 to help parents

people’s collective involvement

made us feel normal; this in turn

talk to their children about

in shaping the services, policies

made us feel more confident and

their mental health.

and social issues that impact

relaxed which helped the way we

The campaign encourages

their mental health at a local

dealt with our own child at home.

parents to take 20 minutes a

and national level.”

week to talk to their children
Offering feedback from a parents

about how they’re feeling and

(YoungMinds, Whole-System

the pressures they face, while

Framework for Participation in

Even if parents cannot attend

doing something that they

CYP Mental Health,

sessions, it’s invaluable to get

both enjoy.

forthcoming - 2017)

perspective

their feedback. I have given
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A Day in the Life of Our
CAMHS Therapy Dog Freud
but sometimes they are really sad
By Martina Hayhoe, CAMHS
Practitioner

I

started my job at CAMHS in
April 2018 when I was one
years old. I was a little over
excited to say the least but

soon got in to the swing of

or scared and I can tell they just

WINTER WELL BEING

want to be comforted. They often

TIPS…..

come for walks with me which I
love. They throw my ball and get
fresh air and exercise at the same
time. This makes me feel good so I
guess it helps them too.

spending time with lots of
humans.

Today, I met a human for the first
time who was really upset, but she

My main duty is to spend lots of
time with small humans who my
mum works with each week. I get
to meet these small humans and
wag my tail and seek out
affection, (I am very good at that!)
My mum says I make small
humans smile



stroked me as I put my head on her
lap from under the table and she
said she really liked me. After a




Focus on your own needs and
goals instead of comparing
yourself to others
Practice compassion for
yourself

while, she calmed down and was
Take a break from technology—
unplug

talking a lot and seemed brighter.
After that, I took a small human to

Help someone and don’t expect
anything in return

the park and she threw my ball for
me. My mum said she doesn’t leave

Do something that makes you
smile

the house apart from when she
sees me but she is working on
getting more confident. I love my
job as I love humans of all shapes
and sizes whether angry, sad or
happy. One of the perks of my job is
going in to the office as everyone
feeds me treats and tells me what a
good boy I am!





Relax and allow yourself to do
nothing (no phones allowed!)
Meditate
Go outside—get some sunlight
on your skin
Try yoga or another mindful
movement practice
Eat healthfully
https://tinybuddha.com
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Time4Me at the Farnborough
Academy
Time 4 Me: Information
for Schools
Tracie Morris, Safeguarding and
Welfare Officer

T

their situation is becoming more

Time4Me drop-in sessions provide slots

concerning.

for up to 5 young people (and family if

he CAMHS Time4 Me
sessions run monthly at the

The Time4Me sessions also

Farnborough Academy and

provide an opportunity for

they provide an opportunity

CAMHS and School to exchange

for young people to talk about

knowledge and information in

their concerns with a CAMHS

relation to young people’s

Practitioner and the

mental health, and they also

Safeguarding and Welfare

keep school informed of any

Officer. Following the session

other services / resources that

the CAMHS Practitioner and

may be available to young

Safeguarding and Welfare

people.

they wish to attend) as an early
intervention to support them in making
positive changes. This service is for a
child/YP who is registered with a City
GP only and schools need to ensure this
has been checked prior to arranging the
session for the family. Schools need to
identify a link worker e.g. safeguarding
officer, who will be responsible for
completing some basic information
about the young worker no later than

Officer discuss the most

48 hours prior to the Time4Me

appropriate support for the

session. It is the responsibility of school

young person.

to gain consent from the family prior to

These sessions are well attended

meeting with the CAMHS worker. The

and are an ideal opportunity to

school is to provide a member of staff

provide early intervention for a

to attend the Time4Me session who will

young person. These sessions

also support with any agreed actions

are also helpful for young people

and advice offered by the CAMHS

who are on the School

worker. If following the session, the

Counselling waiting list or are

CAMHS worker advises a referral to be

waiting for other external

made to CAMHS / BEHT, it is the

support, as they provide an

responsibility of the school to complete

opportunity to check in with the

the referral through the BEMH

young person and to identify if

Pathway.
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Good Practice in Targeted Family Support
By Lisa Ireland, Targeted Family
Support Worker

is used with families when

We consider family networks to play

providing intervention is signs of

a vital role in ensuring children needs

Nottingham

safety and solution focused

are met. More recently we have

City we work with

practice. This empowers families

started to use Family Network

Priority

Families

to make positive change and

Meetings to explore the support

which is a local

builds resilience by building on

family can provide to one another.

approach as part of the troubled

their strengths. As a family

To

Families agenda. This approach

support we are required to

within Nottingham city we have

links

and

advocate for families and ensure

services such as Multi Systemic

family-centered theories and takes

these are at the centre of any

Therapy

into

care,

decision and that all their needs

Support Teams (TST) and Edge of

compassion,

are considered. This is completed

care to provide more intense

by working with a range of

support.

W
to

ithin

person-centered

consideration;

communication,
courage,

commitment

and

competence (the 6 c’s). Working

partners

with

individual’s

priority

delivering

Families

early

and

and

drawing

expertise,

on
and

intervention

holding multi agency meetings in

requires consent from families and

which the families also attend.

therefore

Working

it

is

important

to

together

with

has

been

develop an open and honest

professionals

relationship and to ensure that

highlighted within the Working

consent is informed in order to

Together to Safeguard Children

achieve

outcomes.

Document 2015 as paramount to

Although this work is requires

meet the whole needs of the

consent, it is important to outline

family.

positive

safeguarding processes and the
responsibility to report concerns
should

they

require

social

intervention. This is part of the

prevent

family

(MST)

breakdowns

and

Targeted

The Children’s Act 2004, amended
by the Children and Social work Act
2017, places duties on key agencies
in a local area to make arrangements
to work together and with other
partners locally to safeguard and
promote the welfare of children in
their area.

As a Family Support

Worker, I have a duty to identify
other key agencies that I feel will be
able to promote the welfare of the

As part of the Early Help

children and families that I work

Assessment, we are required to

with. We work with a variety of key

explore family members and this

agencies throughout Nottingham

information is recorded within

City.

Children act under section 17 and

the

assessment

section 47. An approach which

genograms.

and

using
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Working

together

Early Intervention on
the SPA

with

agencies improves the overall
wellbeing of the family and
enhances

positive

changes.

By Kiran Kaur Gill, Debra Lievesley

Early Intervention Workers are able

This is achieved by all agencies

& Jabula Sibanda

to offer telephone partnerships

working and communicating

T

with young people and families. The

together to ensure that all of
the families individual needs
are met. We hold regular
review meetings in order to
establish progress being made
and

ensuring

that

all

professionals are accountable
for their support with the
family.

he Early intervention
CAMHS Workers offer
telephone support
around issues such as

sleep hygiene, emotional
regulation, behaviour
management, low self-esteem
and anxiety. In terms of good
practice this work involves

key to good practice is excellent
listening skills, fostering rapport
building and trust. Being able to
embody a safe environment is
essential, over the phone. This
practice allows CAMHS to empower
young people and parents to use
tools offered and strategies.

speaking to parents/carers and

A big impact on families can already

Early intervention is a crucial

young people to establish their

be seen, families who require early

part of the assessment

goals and plan a support package

intervention are accessing support

process, which prevents the

that will help them implement

within a 2 week time frame, due to

issue from escalating in the

new techniques to achieve

this early intervention we aim to

future. The earlier we can put

positive outcomes.

prevent potential deterioration. The

in interventions the quicker we
will be able to manage or even
eliminate the issue. However,
if there are delays with support
the issue can become difficult
to reverse and could negatively
impact families.

CAMHS offers telephone
assessments and provide access
to a service that suits a young
person/family individual needs. A
big part of early intervention is to
provide support right away to
prevent escalation of problems.

SPA team are looking forward to
collecting feedback from families
around this new early prevention
model and approach.
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Open Door Information Sessions
By Frankie Dod, CAMHS Practitioner
Once a month, CAMHS Practitioners
offer an opportunity for all

collaboratively with schools,
social care and partner agencies
and the importance of this.

parents/carers whose child has

We also give insight to our multi-

been invited to a Choice assessment

disciplinary team and their roles

to attend a session to meet

and offer information and

Practitioners to find out more about

resources to take away.

the CAMHS journey from start to
finish. We call this our Open Door
Session. Parents/Carers are able to
ask questions and offer feedback to
help us improve the sessions.
Practitioners explain what happens

Feedback from a Parent
“We found the session helpful because it was
explanatory”. “We got to know what CAMHS is and
what is involved and what support can be given”

in the assessment and the general
questions we may ask about mental

“This session facilitates transparency, reduces potential

health to help parents

parental concerns and gives the family an opportunity

understanding to empower parents
with knowledge so they are better
able to support their children in
coming to the assessment. We also
talk about how we work

for a cup of tea, peer support and allows parents to feel
empowered during their CAMHS journey”
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Our young people share their thoughts
and feedback about Trans4Me
Trans4Me is the place to go,
Ready to help you, develop and grow.
Anyone can come and be themselves,
Nice to improve your mental health.
Spoons and bananas are games we play,
4-n0-5 o’clock on a Wednesday.

 I like to come here because it’s the only place I
feel comfortable and they are this the only place I

Mum’s and Dad’s can come along too,
can be myself.
Be the real YOU.

 Today is my first time coming to the group. I was
nervous when I got home and felt like I didn’t
want to come in. After being here an hour and
meeting everyone and talk to Sharon I feel more
comfortable and less awkward. I am definitely
coming next week. I hope to get to know
everyone better and that they get to know me.

Trans4Me runs every Wednesday 5-7PM
Nottingham Well-being Hub
73 Hounds Gate
Nottingham
NG1 6BB
Please call Sharon O’Love for more
information: 07958194768

 You can talk to people are similar to yourself.
 This group has positively impacted my mental
health. I made associates.
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Care Over Winter
Winter can be a time for joy, giving and receiving. However, some
young people feel anxious, sad and isolated;
some may even turn to self-harm to cope. There are a few things
professionals can do to help these young people over Christmas:
Safety Plan – ask the young person to write down 5 favorite
distraction techniques, helpline numbers, safe places;
Things to Look Forward to – Help them arrange to visit friends,
go carol singing, dancing, eating with family, going to church.
Watch a Good Christmas Movie – There are so many funny,
happy, feel good movies to watch at Christmas.
Enjoy Music – Music is a great way to feel good and helps us
forget about problems.
Contribute - Find a way that they can give to others in a healthy
way. Contributing can a feel good factor in the person giving.
Believe in YOURSELF – Positive affirmations and daily mantras - I
can COPE, I will SUCCEED, I can OVERCOME, I LOVE me.

Text SHOUT to 85258 from anywhere in the UK,
anytime, about any type of crisis.
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Laura Hutton is a Nottingham–based artist, for more information see her Red Bubble page:
https://www.redbubble.com/people/lauraehutton. She has previously donated work for a SHARP event, and to
brighten up one of the rooms CAMHS use at the Glenbrook Management Centre. Laura is available to discuss any ideas
that other services may have for artwork; contact her directly Laura.hutton@nottinghamcity.gov.uk

Nottingham City Targeted CAMHS is jointly commissioned by Nottingham City Council and the
Clinical Commissioning Partnership (CCP). The Behavioural, Emotional and Mental Health
Pathway is commissioned by the CCP and the following services work in partnership
with Targeted CAMHS and some of our partners have contributed to
this edition of our newsletter:
Kooth
Base 51
Community CAMHS
The Behavioural and Emotional Health Team
SHARP

